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Abstract
Scaling problems have a rich and diverse history, and thereby have found numerous
applications in several fields of science and engineering. For instance, the matrix scaling problem
has had applications ranging from theoretical computer science to telephone forecasting,
economics, statistics, optimization, amongmany other fields. Recently, a generalization of matrix
scaling known as operator scaling has found applications in non-commutative algebra, invariant
theory, combinatorics and algebraic complexity; and a further generalization (tensor scaling)
has found more applications in quantum information theory, geometric complexity theory and
invariant theory.
In this survey, we will describe in detail the scaling problems mentioned above, showing how
alternating minimization algorithms naturally arise in this setting, and we shall present a general
framework to rigorously analyze such algorithms. These simple problems and algorithms are
not just applicable to diverse mathematical and CS areas, but also serve to bring out deep
connections between them. As this framework makes extensive use of concepts from invariant
theory, we also provide a very gentle introduction to basic concepts of invariant theory and how
they are used to analyze alternating minimization algorithms for the scaling problems.
This survey is intended for a general computer science audience, and the only background
required is basic knowledge of calculus and linear algebra, thereby making it accessible to
graduate students and even to advanced undergraduates.
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1 Introduction
Scaling problems have been in the background of many important developments in theoretical
computer science, often times in an implicit or disguised way. For instance, Forster’s lower
bound on the sign-rank of a matrix [For02], Linial et al.’s deterministic approximation of the
permanent [LSW98] and quantitative versions of the Sylvester-Gallai theorem [BDYW11] are results
which can be seen as particular instances or consequences of scaling problems
Outside of computer science, scaling algorithms have appeared (implicitly and explicitly) in
many different areas, such as economics [Sto62], statistics [Sin64], optimization [RS89], telephone
forecasting [Kru37], non-commutative algebra [GGOW16], functional analysis [GGOW17], quantum
information theory [Gur04a] and many others.
When trying to solve a scaling problem, a natural alternating minimization algorithm comes to
mind, and as such these algorithms have been proposed independently by many researchers. The
analysis of such alternating minimization algorithms, on the other hand, has been a difficult task,
with many different approaches being proposed for each scaling problem, and before recent works,
without a unified way of analyzing such scaling algorithms. In this survey, we exposit a unified
way of analyzing the natural alternating minimization algorithms, which is based on the series of
works [LSW98, Gur04a, GGOW16, BGO`18, BFG`18].
This framework is a welcome addition to the rich and ever growing theory of optimization. The
contributions to the theory of optimization are multifold. First is providing a general framework
in which a general optimization heuristic, alternating minimization, converges in a polynomial
number of iterations. Secondly, the underlying optimization problems are non-convex and yet they
can be solved efficiently.1 So the framework provides a seemingly new tool looking for applications.
Thirdly, these scaling problems give rise to a rich class of polytopes, called moment polytopes,
which have exponentially many facets and yet there exist weak membership (conjecturally strong
membership) oracles for them (see [GGOW17, BFG`18]). It remains to be seen if these moment
polytopes can capture a large class of combinatorial polytopes (some of them they already can -
[GGOW17]).
This survey is divided as follows: in Section 2, we formally describe the three scaling problems
that we study, together with the natural alternating minimization algorithms proposed for them. In
Section 3 we give an elementary introduction to invariant theory, with many examples, discussing
how the scaling problems defined in Section 2 are particular instances of more general invariant
theory questions. In Section 4, we provide a unified, 3-step analysis of the alternating minimization
algorithms proposed in Section 2, showing how invariant theory is used in the analysis of such
algorithms. In Section 5, we give a detailed discussion of some of the numerous applications of
scaling algorithms, providing more references for the interested reader. In Section 6 we conclude
this survey, presenting further directions and future work to be done in the area, and in Section 7
we discuss related works (old and new) which we could not cover in this survey due to space and
time constraints, but otherwise would perfectly fit within the scope of the survey.
1The underlying problems are geodesically convex i.e. convex in a different geometry. We will not discuss geodesic
convexity in this survey but say that it is an active area of research and these scaling problems provide several interesting
challenges and applications for this area.
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2 Scaling: problems and algorithms
We first describe the various scaling problems and natural algorithms for them based on alternating
minimization. Section 2.1 studies matrix scaling, Section 2.2 studies operator scaling and Section 2.3
studies tensor scaling.
2.1 Matrix scaling
The simplest scaling problem is matrix scaling, which dates back to Kruithoff [Kru37] in telephone
forecasting and Sinkhorn [Sin64] in statistics. There is a huge body of literature on this problem (see
for instance [RS89, KK96, LSW98, GY98, Ide16, ALOW17, CMTV17] and references therein). In this
subsection we will describe Sinkhorn’s algorithm and the analysis of it done in [LSW98]. We refer
the reader to the last two references above for more sophisticated algorithms for matrix scaling.
We start with a few definitions, the first being the definition of a scaling of a matrix.
Definition 2.1 (Scaling of a matrix). Suppose we are given an nˆn non-negative (real) matrix A. We say
that A1 is a scaling of A if it can be obtained by multiplying the rows and columns of A by positive scalars. In
other words, A1 is a scaling of A if there exist diagonal matrices B,C (with positive entries) s.t. A1 “ BAC.
Next is the definition of a doubly stochastic matrix.
Definition 2.2 (Doubly stochastic). An nˆ n non-negative matrix is said to be doubly stochastic if all of
its row and column sums are equal to 1.
The matrix scaling problem is simple to describe: given an nˆ n non-negative matrix A, find
a scaling of Awhich is doubly stochastic (if one exists). It turns out that an approximate version
of the problem is more natural and has more structure, and as we will see in Section 3, this is
not by accident. To define the approximate version, we will need another definition which is a
quantification of how close a matrix is to being doubly stochastic.
Definition 2.3. Given an nˆ n non-negative matrix A, define its distance to doubly stochastic to be
dspAq “
nÿ
i“1
pri ´ 1q2 `
nÿ
j“1
pcj ´ 1q2
Where ri, cj denote the ith row and jth column sums of A, respectively.
With this notion of distance we can define the ε-scaling problem, whose goal is to find a scaling
A1 of A s.t. dspA1q ď ε (if one exists).
Definition 2.4 (Scalability). We will say that a non-negative matrix A is scalable if for all ε ą 0, there
exists a scaling A1ε of A s.t. dspA1εq ď ε.
Given this definition, several natural questions arise. When is a matrix scalable? If a matrix
is scalable, can one efficiently find an ε-scaling? It turns out that answers to both questions are
extremely pleasing! The answer to the first question is given by the following theorem (e.g. see
[RS89]).
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Theorem 2.5. An nˆ n non-negative matrix A is scalable iff permpAq ą 0.2 In other words, A is scalable
iff the bipartite graph defined by the support of A has a perfect matching.
Learning this nice structural result, one is naturally lead to the second (algorithmic) question: If
A is scalable, how to efficiently find and ε-scaling?3 Towards this Sinkhorn [Sin64] suggested an
extremely natural algorithm which was analyzed in [LSW98].
Input: nˆ n non-negative matrix A with rational entries of bit complexity at most b, and a distance
parameter ε ą 0.
Output: Either the algorithm correctly identifies that A is not scalable, or it outputs non-negative
diagonal matrices B,C s.t. dspBACq ď ε.
Algorithm:
1. Initialize B “ C “ I .
2. If A has an all-zero row or column, output not scalable and halt.
3. For T iterations, apply the following procedure:
• If dspBACq ď ε, output B,C and halt.
Else, if
řn
i“1pri ´ 1q2 ą ε{2,4 normalize the rows, that is, set
B Ð diagpr´11 , . . . , r´1n qB
Otherwise normalize the columns.
4. Output that A is not scalable.
Algorithm 1: Sinkhorn’s algorithm
Theorem 2.6 ([LSW98]). Algorithm 1 with T “ Opnpb` logpnqq{εq iterations works correctly. That is, if
the algorithm outputs A is not scalable, then A is not scalable. If A is scalable, then the algorithm will output
an ε-scaling of A.
It turns out that to test scalability, it suffices to take ε “ 1{pn` 1q. More formally,
Lemma 2.7 ([LSW98]). Suppose A be an nˆ n non-negative matrix. If A is row or column normalized
and dspAq ď 1{pn` 1q, then A is scalable.
Thus Algorithm 1 along with Theorem 2.5 and Theorem 2.6 gives an alternate (albeit slower)
algorithm to test if a bipartite graph has a perfect matching.5
2Here permpAq “ řσPSn śni“1Ai,σ is the permanent of the matrix A.
3Historically, the quest for an algorithmic solution to this problem preceded the structural results.
4r1, . . . , rn denote the row sums of the current matrix i.e. BAC.
5Note the iterates in Algorithm 1 are row or column normalized and hence Lemma 2.7 applies.
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2.2 Operator scaling
The operator scaling problem was first introduced and studied by Gurvits [Gur04a]. We refer the
reader to [Gur04a, GGOW16, AZGL`18] for various motivations, connections and applications.
The objects of study here are tuples of n ˆ n complex matrices A “ pA1, . . . , Amq. The name
operator scaling comes from the fact that these tuples define a map from positive definite matrices
to themselves, by TApXq “ řmi“1AiXA:i .6 7 But here we will restrict ourselves to the representation
as tuple of matrices, for simplicity of exposition.
We start with a few definitions. First is the definition of scaling in this setting.
Definition 2.8 (Scaling of tuples). Given a tuple of n ˆ n complex matrices, A “ pA1, . . . , Amq, we
say that A1 “ pA11, . . . , A1mq is a scaling of A if there exist invertible matrices B,C s.t. A1 “ BAC i.e.
A1i “ BAiC for all i.
Next is the definition of doubly stochastic in this setting.
Definition 2.9 (Doubly stochastic tuples). A tuple of nˆn complex matrices, A “ pA1, . . . , Amq, is said
to be doubly stochastic if
mÿ
i“1
AiA
:
i “
mÿ
i“1
A:iAi “ In
As before, the operator scaling question is: given a tuple A, find a scaling which is doubly
stochastic (if one exists). Again an approximate version is more natural. Towards that, we have the
following definition quantifying how close a tuple is to being doubly stochastic.8
Definition 2.10. Given a tuple of nˆ n complex matrices, A “ pA1, . . . , Amq, define
dspAq “
∥∥∥∥∥ mÿ
i“1
AiA
:
i ´ In
∥∥∥∥∥
2
F
`
∥∥∥∥∥ mÿ
i“1
A:iAi ´ In
∥∥∥∥∥
2
F
Here ‖¨‖F denotes the Frobenius norm.
The goal in the current version of ε-scaling problem is to find a scaling A1 of A s.t. dspA1q ď ε (if
one exists).
Definition 2.11 (Scalability). A tuple of nˆ n complex matrices, A “ pA1, . . . , Amq is scalable if for all
ε ą 0, there exists a scaling A1 of A s.t. dspA1q ď ε.
We ask the same questions as before. When is a tuple scalable? If it is scalable, can we find
an ε-scaling efficiently? There is a deep theory underlying the answer to the first question, and to
unveil it we will need another definition.9
Definition 2.12 (Dimension non-decreasing tuples). We say that a tuple of of nˆ n complex matrices,
A “ pA1, . . . , Amq is dimension non-decreasing if for all subspaces V Ď Cn, dim přmi“1AipV qq ě dimpV q.
HereAipV q denotes the subspace tAiv : v P V u andV `W denotes the subspace spantv`w : v P V,w PW u.
6These maps are called completely positive maps/operators and are very natural from the point of view of quantum
mechanics.
7A:i denotes the conjugate transpose of Ai.
8We apologize for the overload of notation. Some of it is deliberate to draw out the syntactic similarity between
various scaling problems. As we will see later, there is a common thread that binds all these problems.
9Notice the similarity with the definition of dimension expanders (see [AFG14] and references therein).
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The following theorem gives a very pleasing answer to the first question.
Theorem 2.13 ([Gur04a]). A tuple of n ˆ n complex matrices, A “ pA1, . . . , Amq is scalable iff A is
dimension non-decreasing.
What about the second question? Gurvits [Gur04a] suggested a natural algorithm similar to that
of Sinkhorn, although he could not analyze it in all cases. The full analysis, stated in the following
theorem, was proved in [GGOW16].
Input: A tuple of nˆ nmatrices, A “ pA1, . . . , Amqwith entries in Q having bit complexity at most
b and a distance parameter ε ą 0.
Output: Either the algorithm correctly identifies that A is not scalable, or it outputs invertible
matrices B,C s.t. dspBACq ď ε.10
Algorithm:
1. Initialize B “ C “ I .
2. If
řm
i“1AiA
:
i or
řm
i“1A
:
iAi is not invertible, output not scalable and halt.
3. Iterate for T iterations:
• If dspBACq ď ε, output B,C and halt.
Else, if
∥∥∥řmi“1AiA:i ´ In∥∥∥2
F
ą ε{2, left normalize i.e.
B Ð
˜
mÿ
i“1
AiA
:
i
¸´1{2
B
Otherwise right normalize (which can be defined analogously).
4. Output that A is not scalable.
Algorithm 2: Gurvits’ algorithm
Theorem 2.14 ([GGOW16]). Algorithm 2 with T “ Opnpb` logpnqq{εq iterations works correctly. That
is if the algorithm outputs A is not scalable, then A is not scalable. If A is scalable, then the algorithm will
output an ε-scaling of A.
Similar to the matrix scaling setting, to test scalability, it suffices to take ε “ 1{pn` 1q. More
formally,
Lemma 2.15 ([Gur04a]). SupposeA “ pA1, . . . , Amq is a tuple of nˆn complex matrices. Ifřmi“1AiA:i “
In or
řm
i“1A
:
iAi “ In, and dspAq ď 1{pn` 1q, then A is scalable.
Hence Algorithm 2 along with Theorem 2.13 and Theorem 2.14 gives a polynomial time
algorithm to test if a tuple is dimension non-decreasing.
10Here BAC “ pBA1C, . . . , BAmCq.
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Theorem 2.16 ([GGOW16]). There is a polynomial time algorithm to test if a tuple A “ pA1, . . . , Amq of
nˆ n complex matrices is dimension non-decreasing.
This was the first polynomial time algorithm for the operator scaling problem and aswewill later
see has applications in derandomization. Soon after, [IQS17a] (also see [IQS17b, DM15]) designed
an algebraic algorithm for this problem which also works over finite fields. Their algorithm is an
algebraic analogue of the augmenting paths algorithm for matching!
2.3 Tensor scaling
In this section, we will discuss a scaling problem which is a generalization of operator scaling and
was studied in [BGO`18]. The objects of study here are tuples of tensors. Let us denote the space
of tensors Cn1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Cnd by Tenpn1, . . . , ndq. Then we will use the notation A “ pA1, . . . , Amq to
denote tuples of tensors where each Ai P Tenpn1, . . . , ndq.
We start with the definition of scaling in this setting.11
Definition 2.17 (Tensor scaling of tuples). Given a tuple of tensors (in Tenpn1, . . . , ndq), A “
pA1, . . . , Amq, we say that A1 “ pA11, . . . , A1mq is a scaling of A if there exist invertible matrices g1, . . . , gd
s.t. A1i “ pg1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b gdqAi for all i. We will use the notation A1 “ pg1, . . . , gdq ¨A for this scaling action.
Before going to the definition of stochastic tuples in this setting, we need to define a certain
notion of marginals.
Definition2.18 (Marginals). Given a tuple of tensors,A “ pA1, . . . , Amq, identify itwithTenpm,n1, . . . , ndq.
Then we will denote the marginals of A by ρA1 , . . . , ρAd , where ρAi P Mni,nipCq is a positive semidefinite
matrix for all i. For each i, we can flatten A to obtain Bi PMni,mśj‰i nj pCq. Then ρAi “ BiB:i . These are
uniquely characterized by the following property:
tr
“pIm b In1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Ci b ¨ ¨ ¨ IndqAA:‰ “ tr “CiρAi ‰
for all Ci PMnipCq and for all i P rds.
Remark 2.19. The above notion of marginals is very natural from the point of view of quantum mechanics.
If one views A as representing a quantum state on d` 1 systems indexed by 0, 1, . . . , d, then ρA1 , . . . , ρAd are
the marginal states on systems 1, . . . , d respectively.
Now we are ready to define the notion of stochasticity in this setting.
Definition 2.20 (d-stochastic tuples). A tuple of tensors (in Tenpn1, . . . , ndq) A “ pA1, . . . , Amq is said
to be d-stochastic if for each i, ρAi “ 1ni Ini i.e. the marginals are all scalar multiples of identity matrices.
The normalization by 1{ni is needed because tr
“
ρAi
‰ “ ‖A‖22 for all i. We will also need the
following measure which quantifies how close a tuple is to being d-stochastic.
Definition 2.21. Given a tuple of tensors, A “ pA1, . . . , Amq, define
dspAq “
dÿ
i“1
∥∥∥∥ρAi ´ 1ni Ini
∥∥∥∥2
F
11The scaling here looks very different from matrix scaling. One can also define a generalization of matrix scaling to
tensors but we will not focus on that version in this survey (see [FL89]).
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Note that the definition above differs from Definitions 2.3 and 2.10 slightly in terms of a
normalization factor. As before the ε-scaling problem is to find a scaling A1 of A s.t. dspA1q ď ε (if
one exists). Scalability is also defined similarly as before.
Definition 2.22 (Scalability). We will say that a tuple of tensors, A “ pA1, . . . , Amq, is scalable if for all
ε ą 0, there exists a scaling A1 of A s.t. dspA1q ď ε.
The same questions arise. When is a tuple scalable? If it is scalable, can one find an ε-scaling
efficiently? The answer to the first question is given by remarkable and deep theorems of Hilbert
and Mumford, and Kempf and Ness. To properly state this answer we need some more definitions.
Definition 2.23 (Deficiency). We call a subset S Ď rn1sˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ rnds deficient if there exist real numbers
pai,jqiPrds,jPrnis s.t.
řd
i“1 ai,ji ą 0 for all pj1, . . . , jdq P S.
We encourage the reader to work out an alternate characterization of deficiency in the case d “ 2
and n1 “ n2. Hint: it is related to perfect matchings in bipartite graphs.
We will also use the following notation.
supppAq “ tpj1, . . . , jdq P rn1s ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ rnds : Di P rms s.t.Aipj1, . . . , jdq ‰ 0u
Theorem 2.24 (Hilbert-Mumford + Kempf-Ness [Hil93, Mum65, KN79], see [BGO`18]). A tuple of
tensorsA “ pA1, . . . , Amq is scalable iff for every tuple of invertible matrices pg1, . . . , gdq, suppppg1, . . . , gdq¨
Aq is not deficient.
We leave it as an exercise to verify that the above theorem is the same as Theorem 2.13 in the
case d “ 2 and n1 “ n2.
How to find an efficient scaling if one exists? It turns out that one can extend the alternating
minimization kind of algorithms from the matrix and operator scaling settings to the tensor scaling
setting as well.
Algorithm 3 was proposed in [VDDM03] without analysis. The following theorem regarding
the analysis of the algorithm was proved in [BGO`18].
Theorem2.25 ([BGO`18]). Algorithm 2with T “ Opdpb`logpmn1 ¨ ¨ ¨ndqq{`εq iterations works correctly
p` “ mini niq. That is if the algorithm outputs A is not scalable, then A is not scalable. If A is scalable, then
the algorithm will output an ε-scaling of A.
Unfortunately, unlike the matrix and operator scaling case, to test scalability, it is not sufficient
to take ε which is polynomially small (see [BGO`18] for a discussion). Hence we still do not have a
polynomial time algorithm for testing scalability of tensors.
3 Source of scaling
Given the syntactic similarities between Sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, it is natural to wonder if there is a
general setting which captures all these scaling problems. In other words, where does scaling come
from? It turns out that scaling arises in an algebraic setting and understanding the algebraic setting
is crucial to a unified analysis of Algorithms 1, 2 and 3.
In Section 3.1, we introduce basic concepts in invariant theory, which provides crucial tools for
the analysis of scaling algorithms. In Section 3.2 we introduce basic concepts of geometric invariant
theory, which elucidates the connection between invariant theory and scaling problems.
12Here pg1, . . . , gdq ¨A “ ppg1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b gdqA1, . . . , pg1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b gdqAmq.
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Input: A tuple of tensors (in Tenpn1, . . . , ndq), A “ pA1, . . . , Amq with entries in Q having bit
complexity at most b and a distance parameter ε ą 0.
Output: Either the algorithm correctly identifies that A is not scalable, or it outputs invertible
matrices pg1, . . . , gdq s.t. dsppg1, . . . , gdq ¨Aq ď ε.12
Algorithm:
1. Initialize gi “ Ini .
2. If for some i, ρAi is not invertible, output not scalable and halt.
3. Iterate for T iterations:
• If dsppg1, . . . , gdq ¨Aq ď ε, output pg1, . . . , gdq and halt. If for some i,
∥∥ρAi ´ Ini∥∥2F ą ε{d,
normalize the ith coordinate i.e. gi Ð
`
niρ
A
i
˘´1{2
gi.
4. Output that A is not scalable.
Algorithm 3: Tensor scaling algorithm
3.1 Invariant theory: source of scaling
Invariant theory studies the linear actions of groups on vector spaces. We refer the reader to the
excellent books [DK15, Stu08] for an extensive introduction to the area. We will only cover a few
basics that we need for our purpose here. Invariant theory deals with linear actions of groups on
vector spaces. For our purpose vector spaces will be over complex numbers (C) and the groups we
will deal with will be extremely simple - special linear group, denoted by SLpnq (nˆnmatrices over
C with determinant 1), direct products of special linear group as well as the diagonal subgroup of
the special linear group, denoted by STpnq (diagonal nˆ nmatrices over C with determinant 1)
and direct products. However the theory is quite general and generalizes to large class of groups.
Suppose we have a group Gwhich acts linearly on a vector space V .13 Fundamental objects of
study in invariant theory are the invariant polynomials which are just polynomial functions on
V left invariant by the action of the group G. Invariant polynomials form a ring and this ring is
usually denoted by CrV sG. More formally,
CrV sG “ tp P CrV s : ppg ¨ vq “ ppvq @ g P G, v P V u
Let us consider a simple example. The group G “ SLpnq ˆ SLpnq acts on the vector space
V “MatnpCq 14 by left-right multiplication as follows: pA,Bq ¨X “ AXBT . DetpXq is an invariant
polynomial for this action and it turns out it is the only one (prove it!). That is any invariant
polynomial is just of the form qpDetpXqq, for a univariate polynomial q, or in other words, DetpXq
generates the invariant ring. As an aside (this will not be so important for us), Hilbert [Hil90, Hil93]
13That is the group action satisfies the following axioms: g ¨ pc1v1 ` c2v2q “ c1g ¨ v1 ` c2g ¨ v2 for all c1, c2 P C and
v1, v2 P V , in addition to the properties of being a group action i.e. g1 ¨ pg2 ¨ vq “ pg1g2q ¨ v, e ¨ v “ v for all g1, g2 P G,
v P V and for e being the identity element of the group. Usually one also requires that the action is algebraic.
14MatnpCq denotes the space of nˆ n complex matrices
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proved that the invariant ring is always finitely generated! 15 These papers proved several theorems
which are the building blocks of modern algebra, like Nullstellansatz and finite basis theorem, as
“lemmas" enroute to proving the finite generation of invariant rings!
Some other fundamental objects of study in invariant theory are orbits and orbit-closures. The
orbit of a vector v P V , OGpvq is simply the set of all vector elements that v can be transformed to by
the group action. That is,
OGpvq “ tg ¨ v : g P Gu
An orbit-closure,OGpvq of a vector v is obtained by simply including all the limit points of sequences
of points in an orbit. That is,
OGpvq “ tw P V : Dg1, . . . , gk, . . . , s.t. limkÑ8gk ¨ v “ wu
Many important problems in theoretical computer science are really questions about orbit-closures.
To list a few,
1. The graph isomorphism problem is about checking if the orbit closures16 of two graphs (under
the group action of permuting the vertices) are the same or not.
2. The VP vs VNP question (or more precisely a variant of it) can be phrased as testing if the
(padded) permanent polynomial lies in the orbit-closure of the determinant (w.r.t. the action
on the polynomials induced by the action of general linear group on the variables). This is the
starting point of geometric complexity theory (GCT) [MS02, Bür12, Lan15].
3. The question of tensor rank lower bounds (more precisely border rank) can be phrased as
asking if a padded version of the given tensor lies in the orbit-closure of the diagonal unit
tensor (w.r.t. the natural action of products of general linear groups on the tensors). This
approach also falls under the purview of geometric complexity theory [BI11, BI13].
It turns out that a very simple concept in invariant theory captures the mysteries about the
scaling problems in Sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3. This is the so called null cone of a group action (on a
vector space). The null cone has dual definitions in terms of the invariant polynomials as well as
orbit-closures (in a very general setting, and in particular for the group actions we care about in
this survey). This duality is quite important for the analysis of the scaling algorithms.
Definition 3.1 (Null cone). The null cone for a group G acting on a vector space V , denoted by NGpV q, is
the zero set of all homogeneous invariant polynomials. That is,
NGpV q “ tv P V : ppvq “ 0 @ homogeneous p P CrV sGu
It is a cone since v P NGpV q implies that cv P NGpV q for all c P C. A theorem due to Hilbert
[Hil93] and Mumford [Mum65] 17 says that for a large class of group actions (which includes the
group actions we will study), v P NGpV q iff 0 P OGpvq (try to figure out the easy direction). This is
a consequence of Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz along with the fact that orbit-closures for certain group
actions are algebraic varieties (or in other words Euclidean and Zariski closures match). If we look
15He proved it for the actions of general linear groups but his proof readily generalizes to a more general class of
groups called reductive groups.
16Note that for the action of a finite group, the orbit of a point is the same as its orbit closure.
17Not to be confused with Hilbert-Mumford criterion which we will come across later.
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at the left-right multiplication example discussed above, the null cone is just the space of singular
matrices since determinant generates the invariant ring. We leave it as an exercise to verify that the
0 matrix lies in the orbit-closure of any singular matrix (under the left-right multiplication action of
SLpnq ˆ SLpnq).
We will now describe the connection between null cone and scaling problems. For this we will
need to move on to the area of geometric invariant theory, which provides geometric and analytic
tools to study problems in invariant theory, and also provides with an intriguing non-commutative
extension of Farkas’ lemma (or linear programming duality). As a teaser of things to come, the
objects in Sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 are scalable iff they are not in the null cone of certain group
actions!
3.2 Geometric invariant theory: non-commutative duality
In this section, we will give a brief overview of the geometric invariant theoretic approach to
studying the null cone problem. This will also fit in nicely with the computational aspects of the
null cone. Section 3.2.1 describes the Hilbert-Mumford criterion which is really answering the
question: how does one prove if some vector is in the null cone. Section 3.2.2 describes Kempf-Ness
which answers the question: how does one prove if some vector is not in the null cone. Section 3.2.3
studies the Hilbert-Mumford and the Kempf-Ness criterion for certain commutative group actions
and explains why these generalize Farkas’ lemma. Section 3.3 explains the connection between
geometric invariant theory and scaling problems.
3.2.1 Hilbert-Mumford criterion
Fix the action of a group G on a vector space V . How does one prove to someone that a vector v is
in the null cone? We know that v is in the null cone iff 0 P OGpvq i.e. there is a sequence of group
elements g1, . . . , gk, . . . s.t. limkÑ8gk ¨ v “ 0. So this sequence of group elements is a witness to
v being in the null cone. Is their a more succinct witness? After all, how do we even describe an
infinite sequence of group elements? The Hilbert-Mumford criterion says that there does exist a
more succinct witness (again we won’t go into the technical conditions the group G needs to satisfy
but just say that they will be satisfied for the groups we will consider).
Theorem 3.2 (Hilbert-Mumford criterion [Hil93, Mum65]). v P NGpV q iff there is a one-parameter
subgroup λ of G s.t. limtÑ0λptq ¨ v “ 0.
What this means is that instead of looking at all sequences of group elements, one only needs to
restrict our attention to those sequences of group elements which can be succinctly described by
one-parameter subgroups. What are one-parameter subgroups? These are just algebraic group
homomorphisms (i.e. an algebraic map which is also a group homomorphism) λ : C˚ Ñ G. Let us
look at several examples (we encourage the reader to prove these statements).
1. For the group G “ C˚ (the multiplicative group of non-zero complex numbers), all one
parameter subgroups are of the form λptq “ ta for some a P Z.
2. For the group G “ pC˚qn (direct product of n copies of C˚), all one parameter subgroups are
of the form λptq “ pta1 , . . . , tanq for some pa1, . . . , anq P Zn.
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3. For the group G “ STpnq (diagonal nˆ nmatrices with determinant 1), all one parameter
subgroups are of the form λptq “ pta1 , . . . , tanq for some pa1, . . . , anq P Zn satisfyingřni“1 ai “
0.
4. For the group G “ STpnq ˆ STpnq, all one parameter subgroups are of the form
λptq “
´
pta1 , . . . , tanq ,
´
tb1 , . . . , tbn
¯¯
for some pa1, . . . , anq, pb1, . . . , bnq P Zn satisfyingřni“1 ai “ řni“1 bi “ 0.
5. For the group G “ GLpnq (nˆ n invertible matrices), all one parameter subgroups are of the
form λptq “ S diag pta1 , . . . , tanqS´1 for some S P GLpnq and some pa1, . . . , anq P Zn. Here
diag pt1, . . . , tnq represents a diagonal matrix with pt1, . . . , tnq on the diagonal.
6. For the group G “ SLpnq (nˆ n invertible matrices with determinant 1), all one parameter
subgroups are of the form λptq “ S diag pta1 , . . . , tanqS´1 for some S P SLpnq and some
pa1, . . . , anq P Zn satisfyingřni“1 ai “ 0.
7. For the group G “ SLpn1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨SLpndq, all one parameter subgroups are of the form
λptq “ `S1 diag pta1,1 , . . . , ta1,n1 qS´11 , . . . , Sd diag ptad,1 , . . . , tad,nd qS´1d ˘
for some Si P SLpniq and some integer ai,j ’s satisfyingřnij“1 ai,j “ 0 for all i P rds.
Let us return to the example of the left-right multiplication action of G “ SLpnq ˆ SLpnq on
V “MatnpCq. Recall that pA,Bq sendsM to AMBT andM is in the null cone iff it is singular. If
M is singular, what is a one-parameter subgroup driving it to the zero matrix? SinceM is singular,
there exists an invertible S (which can be taken to have determinant 1) s.t. S´1M has the last row
all zeroes. Then the one-parameter subgroup
λptq “
´
S diag
´
t, t, . . . , t, t´pn´1q
¯
S´1, In
¯
sendsM to the zero matrix. Later we will see more examples corresponding to each of the scaling
problems.
Having understood how to prove if a given vector is in the null cone, we move on to study how
to prove that a given vector is not in the null cone.
3.2.2 Kempf-Ness theorem
Fix the action of a group G on a vector space V . How does one prove that a vector v is not in the
null cone? We know that a vector v R NGpV q iff there is a homogeneous invariant polynomial
p s.t. ppvq ‰ 0. Such a p can serve as a witness that v R NGpV q. However, these polynomials
typically have exponentially large degree (see [Der01]) and may not have any efficient description.
An alternative witness is given by the Kempf-Ness theorem [KN79].
To state the Kempf-Ness theorem, we need to (informally) define something called a moment
map, which relies on the following function,
fvpgq “ ‖g ¨ v‖22
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This function defines the following optimization problem,
N pvq “ infgPGfvpgq (1)
Note that v R NGpV q iff N pvq ą 0. Now the moment map at v, denoted by µGpvq is simply the
gradient of the function fv “along the group action” at g “ e (the identity element of the group
G).18 We will not go into the specifics of the space in which µGpvq lives but instead do the moment
map calculation for several examples. First let us state the Kempf-Ness theorem.
Theorem 3.3 (Kempf-Ness [KN79]). v R NGpV q iff there is a non-zero w P OGpvq s.t. µGpwq “ 0.
If v R NGpV q, then there exists a non-zero w P OGpvq which is of minimal norm and hence
µGpwq “ 0. So this is the easy direction. The amazing part about the Kempf-Ness theorem is that
any local minima becomes a global minima i.e. if µGpwq “ 0 for some non-zero w P OGpvq, then
v R NGpV q, even though µGpwq “ 0 only guarantees that one cannot decrease the norm of w by
actions of group elements close to identity (that is, “local” group actions). This smells of some
kind of convexity and indeed, the function fvpgq is geodesically convex (i.e. convex w.r.t. some
appropriate metric on the group). We will not delve more into geodesic convexity or moment maps
in this survey but refer the interested reader to [NM84, Woo11, HH12, GRS13].
Let us return to the example of the left-right multiplication action of G “ SLpnq ˆ SLpnq on
V “ MatnpCq. Recall that pA,Bq sends M to AMBT and M is in the null cone iff it is singular.
What is the moment map in this case? µGpMq “ pP1, P2q, where P1, P2 are nˆ n traceless matrices
s.t.
tr rP1Q1s ` tr rP2Q2s “ d
ds
∥∥exp psQ1qM exp `sQT2 ˘∥∥2F ˇˇˇˇ
s“0
“ 2 trrMM :Q1s ` 2 tr
”`
M :M
˘T
Q2
ı
for all Hermitian traceless matrices Q1, Q2. 19 Here M : denotes the conjugate transpose of the
matrixM . Thus
P1{2 “MM : ´ ‖M‖
2
F
n
In and P2{2 “
`
M :M
˘T ´ ‖M‖2F
n
In
Hence µGpMq “ 0 is the same as sayingM is a scalar multiple of a unitary matrix. It is not hard to
see that any non-singularM can be brought to such a form by the left-right multiplication action.
In the next section, we will see what Hilbert-Mumford and Kempf-Ness theorem look like for
actions of Tpnq “ pC˚qn. Readers wanting to get to the setting of scaling problems could skip the
next section.
3.2.3 Commutative group actions: Farkas’ lemma
In this section, we play around with the Hilbert-Mumford criterion and Kempf-Ness theorem and
see what it gives for actions of the group G “ Tpnq “ pC˚qn.
18There are minor differences between this definition and how moment map is usually defined.
19It suffices to focus on Hermitian matrices since for skew-Hermitian matrices, their exponential is unitary and hence
cannot change the norm. Also note that QÑ tr rPQs is an R-linear map over the space of Hermitian matrices Q, when
P is Hermitian. A crucial point here which we have glossed over, but nonetheless the reader should verify, is that if
` :MnpCq Ñ R is an R-linear map, then there exists a Hermitian P s.t. for all Hermitian Q, `pQq “ trrPQs.
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Fix vectors ωp1q, . . . , ωpmq P Zn. Then G acts on V “ Cm as follows: pt1, . . . , tnq sends the ith
basis vector ej to
śn
i“1 t
ω
pjq
i
i ej . That is ej is an eigenvector of the action of pt1, . . . , tnqwith eigenvalueśn
i“1 t
ω
pjq
i
i . We urge the reader to prove that all actions of G look essentially like this.
What is the null cone for this action? Let us apply Hilbert-Mumford criterion. Recall that all the
one-parameter subgroups of G look like λptq “ pta1 , . . . , tanq for some pa1, . . . , anq P Zn. Now fix
v P V , where v “ řmj“1 vjej , with vj P C, and denote by supppvq, the support of v i.e.
supppvq “ tj P rms : vj ‰ 0u
Then theHilbert-Mumford criterion (Theorem 3.2) tells us that v P NGpV q iff there is a one-parameter
subgroup λ that drives v to zero. That is, there exists a “ pa1, . . . , anq P Zn s.t.
limtÑ0
nź
i“1
taiω
pjq
i “ limtÑ0txa,ωpjqy “ 0
for all j P supppvq. Equivalently, we have:
Proposition 3.4. v P NGpV q iff there exists a P Zn s.t. xa, ωpjqy ą 0 for all j P supppvq.
Now let us see what the Kempf-Ness theorem says in this setting. By computing the moment
map µGpvq P Rn we see that it satisfies the following,
xµGpvq, by “ d
ds
‖pexppsb1q, . . . , exppsbnqq ¨ v‖22
ˇˇˇˇ
s“0
“ 2
mÿ
j“1
|vj |2xωpjq, by
for all b P Rn.20 Hence µGpvq “ 2řmj“1 |vj |2ωpjq “ 2řjPsupppvq |vj |2ωpjq. Now the Kempf-Ness
theorem (Theorem 3.3) says that v R NGpV q iff there exists non-zero w P OGpvq s.t. µGpwq “ 0.
Note that if there exists non-zero w P OGpvq s.t. µGpwq “ 0, then 0 P conv
´`
ωpjq
˘
jPsupppvq
¯
. So
this matches with the conclusions of the Farkas’ lemma which says that there exists a P Zn s.t.
xa, ωpjqy ą 0 for all j P supppvq iff 0 R conv
´`
ωpjq
˘
jPsupppvq
¯
. The first part of the Farkas’ lemma
matches the case v P NGpV q via the Hilbert-Mumford criterion and the second part matches the
case v R NGpV q via the Kempf-Ness theorem!
3.3 Hilbert-Mumford, Kempf-Ness and scaling
In this section, we delve into the connection between geometric invariant theory and various
scaling problems. Sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 consider the consequences of Hilbert-Mumford and
Kemp-Ness theorems for the matrix, operator and tensor scaling problems, respectively.
20Again as before, it suffices to look at Rn, since the imaginary part iRn (the exponential of it) does not change the
norm.
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3.3.1 Matrix scaling
We elucidate here the connection between geometric invariant theory and matrix scaling. For the
connection to invariant theory, we need a group action on a vector space. Given that the objects
of study are n ˆ n non-negative real matrices, it is natural to guess the vector space would be
V “MatnpCq (given that we only discussed invariant theory with the base field being C). But what
is the group action? The group action is also almost given away by the definition of scaling. The
first guess might be that the group is G “ Tpnq ˆ Tpnq and it acts on V “MatnpCq as follows,
ppt1, . . . , tnq, ps1, . . . , snqq ¨M “ diagpt1, . . . , tnqM diagps1, . . . , snq
But it turns out that the null cone for this action is the whole of V (verify this). But the above guess
comes pretty close and the right thing is obtained by looking at an appropriate normalization. It
turns out that the group Gwould be STpnq ˆ STpnq and it acts on V by the same action as above (it
won’t be immediately clear why imposing a determinant 1 constraint on the group elements is the
right thing to do).
Now let us see what the Hilbert-Mumford criterion (Theorem 3.2) and Kempf-Ness theorem
(Theorem 3.3) say about this group action.
Recall from Section 3.2.1 that all the one-parameter subgroups of G look like
λptq “
´
pta1 , . . . , ta1q ,
´
tb1 , . . . , tbn
¯¯
for some integers a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bn satisfying
řn
i“1 ai “
řn
i“1 bi “ 0. Let us denote by supppMq,
the support ofM i.e.
supppMq “ tpi, jq P rns ˆ rns : Mi,j ‰ 0u
Then the Hilbert-Mumford criterion says thatM is in the null cone iff there exists a one-parameter
subgroup λ as above s.t.
limtÑ0λptq ¨M “ 0
Equivalently,
Corollary 3.5. M P NGpV q iff there exist integers a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bn satisfyingřni“1 ai “ řni“1 bi “ 0
s.t. ai ` bj ą 0 for all pi, jq P supppMq.
We encourage the reader to prove that the above proposition implies thatM P NGpV q iff the
bipartite graph defined by supppMq has no perfect matching.
Now let us apply the Kempf-Ness theorem. First let us calculate the moment map. µGpMq “
pp, qq, where p, q P Rn andřni“1 pi “ řnj“1 qj “ 0 and it satisfies the following,
xp, dy ` xq, ey “ d
ds
‖ppexppsd1q, . . . , exppsdnqq , pexppse1q, . . . , exppsenqqq ¨M‖2F
ˇˇˇˇ
s“0
“ 2
ÿ
i,j
|M |2i,jpdi ` ejq
“ 2xrM , dy ` 2xcM , ey
for all d, e P Rn satisfyingřni“1 di “ řnj“1 ej “ 0. Here rM and cM are the vectors of row and column
sums of the matrix
`|Mi,j |2˘iPrns,jPrns, respectively. Thus p “ rM ´ avgM1 and q “ cM ´ avgM1,
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where
avgM “
nÿ
i“1
rM piq{n “
nÿ
j“1
cM pjq{n
and 1 is the all 1’s vector. Now the Kempf-Ness theorem says thatM R NGpV q iff there exists a
non-zero N P OGpMq s.t. µGpNq “ 0. Equivalently,
Corollary 3.6. M R NGpV q iff the non-negative real matrix AM , given by AM pi, jq “ |Mi,j |2, is scalable.
Corollaries 3.5 and 3.6 together yield a proof of Theorem 2.5.
3.3.2 Operator scaling
For the operator scaling problem, the vector space is clear, V “MatnpCqm, i.e. m copies of MatnpCq.
The group action is also clear (except for the normalization to determinant 1). G “ SLpnq ˆ SLpnq
and it acts on V as follows,
pB,Cq ¨ pA1, . . . , Amq “ pBA1CT , . . . , BAmCT q
This action is sometimes called the left-right action. We leave the details of the Hilbert-Mumford
criterion andKempf-Ness theorem to the reader and only say that they yield the following corollaries
which together imply Theorem 2.13.
Corollary 3.7 (Hilbert-Mumford for left-right action). A “ pA1, . . . , Amq P NGpV q iff A is dimension
non-decreasing (Definition 2.12).
Corollary 3.8 (Kempf-Ness for left-right action). A “ pA1, . . . , Amq R NGpV q iff A is scalable.
3.3.3 Tensor scaling
For the tensor scaling problem, the vector space is V “ Tenpn1, . . . , ndqm. The group is G “
SLpn1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ SLpndqwhich acts on V as follows,
pg1, . . . , gdq ¨ pA1, . . . , Amq “ ppg1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b gdqA1, . . . , pg1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b gdqAmq
Again we will leave the details of the Hilbert-Mumford criterion and Kempf-Ness theorem to the
reader and only say that they yield the following corollaries, which together imply Theorem 2.24.
Corollary 3.9 (Hilbert-Mumford for tensor action). A “ pA1, . . . , Amq P NGpV q iff there is a tuple of
invertible matrices (of appropriate sizes) pg1, . . . , gdq s.t. supp ppg1, . . . , gdq ¨Aq is deficient (Definition 2.23).
Corollary 3.10 (Kempf-Ness for tensor action). A “ pA1, . . . , Amq R NGpV q iff A is scalable.
4 Analysis of scaling algorithms
In this section, we provide a unified analysis of the scaling algorithms described in Sections 2.1,
2.2 and 2.3. We will first design a common template and analysis for Algorithms 1, 2 and 3 and
then look at each case separately to fill in the details that need to be done differently. Most of the
analysis will be common and the only difference will be the choice of a potential function (although
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Input: Object A which has norm ‖A‖ “ 1, with all entries having bit complexity at most b and
distance parameter ε ą 0. This means the following in various settings,
• Matrix scaling: A is a non-negative rational nˆ nmatrix. ‖A‖ “ ři,j Ai,j .
• Operator scaling: A is a tuple of n ˆ n matrices, A “ pA1, . . . , Amq, with entries in Q.
‖A‖ “ `řmi“1‖Ai‖2F ˘1{2.
• Tensor scaling: A is a tuple of tensors (inTenpn1, . . . , ndq “ Cn1b¨ ¨ ¨bCnd),A “ pA1, . . . , Amq,
with entries in Q. ‖A‖ “ `řmi“1‖Ai‖22˘1{2.
Output: Either the algorithm correctly identifies that A is not scalable, or it outputs a scaling A1 of
A s.t. ĂdspA1q ď ε. The measure Ăds is the same as ds for tensor scaling (Definition 2.21) while for
matrix and operator scaling, there is a minor variation as explained below,21
• Matrix scaling: ĂdspAq “ řni“1pri ´ 1{nq2 `řnj“1pcj ´ 1{nq2 (cf. Definition 2.3).
• Operator scaling: ĂdspAq “ ∥∥∥řmi“1AiA:i ´ In{n∥∥∥2
F
`
∥∥∥řmi“1A:iAi ´ In{n∥∥∥2
F
(cf. Definition 2.10).
Algorithm:
1. Check if some trivial conditions hold. If these do not hold, then output not scalable and halt.
2. There is a group rG and a subset of the group H Ď rG. In essence H corresponds to the
normalization steps in the scaling algorithms from Section 2. We will iteratively act on the
current object by elements in H . H will always be the subset corresponding to tuples of
positive definite matrices s.t. at most one matrix in the tuple is not identity. For matrix scaling,rG “ Tpnq ˆ Tpnq, which acts as in Definition 2.1. For operator scaling, rG “ GLpnq ˆGLpnq,
which acts as in Definition 2.8. For tensor scaling, rG “ GLpn1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆGLpndq, which acts as
in Definition 2.17.
3. Let Ap0q “ A. For T iterations, t “ 0 to T ´ 1:
• If Ăds `Aptq˘ ď ε, then output Aptq and halt. Otherwise Apt`1q “ hptq ¨Aptq. hptq is chosen
according to some rule but all we will need for the analysis is that ‖Aptq‖ “ 1 is preserved
throughout and as a consequence the non-identity element in the tuple of matrices
hptq, denoted by yhptq, satisfies tr „´yhptq¯´k “ n1 (k “ 1 for matrix scaling and k “ 2 for
operator and tensor scaling; we ask the reader to verify this in all the three cases). Also
as a consequence ofĂds `Aptq˘ ą ε, tr«ˆ´yhptq¯´k ´ In1˙2
ff
ě ε1. Here n1 is the dimension
of hptq and ε1 “ pn1q2ε{2 for matrix and operator scaling, and ε1 “ pn1q2ε{d for tensor
scaling.
4. Output that A is not scalable.
Algorithm 4: Common template for Algorithms 1, 2 and 3 (has a different normalization).
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the source of all the potential functions will be invariant theory). Algorithm 4 contains a common
template for all the three scaling algorithms.
Let us now turn to performing an analysis of Algorithm 4. We need a potential function and the
source of potential functions will be invariant theory. Recall from Section 3.3 that A is a scalable iff
A R NGpV q (Corollaries 3.6, 3.8 and 3.10).22 Here G is a subgroup of rG, and G “ STpnq ˆ STpnq,
SLpnq ˆ SLpnq or SLpn1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ SLpndq for matrix, operator or tensor scaling, respectively. We also
know from Definition 3.1 that A R NGpV q iff there exists an ` P N and a homogeneous polynomial
of degree ` that is invariant under the action of G s.t. P pAq ‰ 0. Suppose there exists such a P that
has integer coefficients and satisfies
|P pAq| ď U `‖A‖` (2)
Then we we will prove the following theorem regarding the analysis of Algorithm 4.
Theorem 4.1 (Unified analysis of scaling algorithms). If A is scalable, then running Algorithm 4 for
T “ OpplogpUq ` bq{ε2q iterations suffices to output a scaling A1 s.t. ĂdspA1q ď ε. Here ε2 “ nε for matrix
and operator scaling, and ε2 “ pmini niq ε{d for tensor scaling.
The analysis will be a three step analysis that is common to a lot of the scaling papers
[GY98, LSW98, Gur04a, GGOW16, BGO`18, Fra18, BFG`18]. We will need the following lemma
for [LSW98] which is essentially a robust version of the AM-GM inequality.
Lemma 4.2. Let x1, . . . , xn be positive real numbers s.t.
řn
i“1 xi “ n and
řn
i“1pxi ´ 1q2 “ δ ď 1. Then,
nź
i“1
xi ď expp´δ{6q
Lemma 4.2 implies that for ph as in Algorithm 4,
Det
´ph¯1{n1 ě expp´ε1{12n1q (3)
Now the three steps of the analysis are as follows. The potential function is ΦpAq “ |P pAq|1{`,
and its explicit description will be given in the next subsections.
1. Lower bound: Since P pAq ‰ 0, P is a homogeneous polynomial of degree ` with integer
coefficients andAhas rational entrieswith bit complexity atmost b, it follows that |P pAq| ě 2´b`
and hence ΦpAq ě 2´b.
2. Progress per step: As long as Ăds `Aptq˘ ě ε,
Φ
´
Apt`1q
¯
ě exppε1{12q Φ
´
Aptq
¯
This follows from the invariance property of P (under the action of G) and Eq. (3). Since P is
invariant under the action of G, it follows that
P ph ¨Aq “ Det
´ph¯`{n1 P pAq
for all h P H (here ph is the only non-identity matrix in the tuple h).
21This is to reconcile the minor differences in the definition of ds for various measures.
22Corollary 3.6 says something slightly different but the variant we state here is true as well.
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3. Upper bound: Φ
`
Aptq
˘ ď U for all t because of Eq. (2) and due to the fact that ‖Aptq‖ “ 1 for
all t.
The above three steps imply Theorem 4.1. It is quite magical that these invariant polynomials
end up being useful potential functions for the analysis of these scaling algorithms. Without
realizing the group actions at play, it might have been quite challenging to come up with potential
functions for operator and tensor scaling algorithms (matrix scaling was done in [LSW98] without
realizing the invariant theoretic connection). We also remark that most of the previous works use
certain optimization problems called capacity (related to Eq. (1)) as potential functions but invariant
polynomials lie at the heart of the analysis.
The only thing left to complete the analysis is to get a handle on U in Eq. (2). This is something
that needs to be done differently for different scaling problems and we proceed to do this next.
4.1 Potential functions for matrix scaling
Here the polynomials P are extremely simple. We know that A is not in the null cone iff the
bipartite graph defined by supppAq has a perfect matching (Corollary 3.5 and the succeeding
discussion). Hence one can just take P pAq “śni“1Ai,σpiq for an appropriate permutation σ P Sn.
This polynomial satisfies Eq. (2) with U “ 1. We then get Theorem 2.6 from Theorem 4.1.23
4.2 Potential functions for operator scaling
For the group action corresponding to operator scaling, i.e. left-right action (see Section 3.3.2), there
is an explicit description of invariants.
Theorem 4.3 ([DW00, DZ01, SdB01, ANS10]). The invariant ring of polynomials of the left-right action
is generated by all polynomials of the form Det přmi“1Di bAiq, where all Di’s are k ˆ k matrices and k
varies over N.
This implies the following,
Corollary 4.4. A “ pA1, . . . , Amq is scalable iff there exists k P N and k ˆ k matrices Di’s s.t.
P pAq “ Det
˜
mÿ
i“1
Di bAi
¸
‰ 0
Through an appropriate application of Alon’s combinatorial nullstellansatz [Alo99], the AM-GM
inequality and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the following can be proved [GGOW16],
Corollary 4.5. A “ pA1, . . . , Amq is scalable iff there exists k P N and k ˆ k integer matrices Di’s s.t.
P pAq “ Det
˜
mÿ
i“1
Di bAi
¸
‰ 0
and also,
|P pAq| ď nnk{2‖A‖nk
Since the degree is nk, we get that U “ ?n in this case.24 Hence we get Algorithm 2 from
Theorem 4.1.
23There is a slight discrepancy in parameters. This is because in Algorithm 4, we started already with normalized A’s.
24While a similar bound on U follows from the discussion for tensor scaling (after all operator scaling is a special case),
the method described here is more explicit.
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4.3 Potential functions for tensor scaling
For tensor actions an explicit descriptions of the invariants is not known (for examples it is not
known if there is a basis of invariant polynomials which are efficiently computable). However a
semi-explicit description is known that can be used to bound U by n1n2 ¨ ¨ ¨nd. See [BGO`18] for
details. Hence one gets Theorem 2.25 from Theorem 4.1.
We want to remark that the bounds on U for operator and tensor scaling cases use sophisticated
methods from invariant theory. Somewhat naive methods, e.g. reducing the problem to bounds on
solutions to linear systems, only yield bounds on |P pAq|which are doubly exponential in the degree
` (as opposed to singly exponential `) which would be useless in the tensor case since we can only
bound the required degree by an exponential in the dimensions [Der01]. For the left-right action
though, ` can be assumed to be at most n´ 1 due to the work of Derksen and Makam [DM15].
5 Applications of scaling
As we saw in the previous chapters, scaling problems have a surprising connection to invariant
theory, which turns out to be fundamental to the analysis of the alternate minimization algorithms
which solve the scaling problems. This connection naturally leads to new and efficient algorithms for
problems in invariant theory. In this section we will see even more applications of scaling problems
in different areas of science. For a complete discussion of the applications of matrix, operator and
tensor scaling, we refer the reader to the papers [SZ90, Ide16, GGOW16, GGOW17, BGO`18].
5.1 Matrix Scaling
The matrix scaling problem has been posed (sometimes independently) in many different areas
of study, ranging from telephone forecasting [Kru37], economics [Sto62], statistics [Sin64], image
reconstruction algorithms [HL76], linear algebra [FLS88, BDYW11], optimization [RS89] and
theoretical computer science [LSW98, BDYW11]. For a more comprehensive list of references and
historical overview of scaling problems, we recommend the survey [Ide16], the papers [RS89, SZ90]
and references therein. In this section we will describe three of the applications of matrix scaling
cited above, providing a peek on the abundance of applications of this simple and natural problem.
Computer Science: Given a non-negative matrix A P MatnpRq, its permanent is given by the
following expression:
permpAq “
ÿ
σPSn
nź
i“1
Ai,σpiq,
where Sn is the group of permutations of the set t1, 2, . . . , nu. This polynomial is extremely
important in computer science, due to its completeness for a number of complexity classes.
Computing the permanent of a 0-1 matrix is a #P-complete problem, as shown by Valiant
in [Val79b]. Thus, much research has been devoted to computing a multiplicative approximation to
the permanent, as described in [LSW98] and references therein.
Given a matrix A PMatnpRq, note that the permanent of any scaling BAC of A is given by
permpBACq “
nź
i“1
Bi,iCi,i ¨ permpAq.
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Thus, if we could find diagonal matrices B,C for which we knew a good approximation for
permpBACq, the equality above would give us a good approximation for permpAq. As it turns out,
for doubly-stochastic matrices, good lower and upper bounds on the permanent are known! IfD is a
doubly-stochastic matrix, the upper bound permpDq ď 1 is trivial. For the lower bound, the solution
to van der Waerden’s conjecture gives us that permpDq ě n!
nn
ě e´n [Fri79, Fal81, Ego81, Gur04b,
Gur08]. Thus, finding a scaling of A to a doubly stochastic matrix gives us an en approximation
to compute the permanent! This approximation was given in the work of Linial et al. [LSW98].
While a fully polynomial randomized approximation scheme (FPRAS) is known for approximating
the permanent [JSV04], the above algorithm, despite giving a much worse approximation (still a
non-trivial one), is deterministic. The current best deterministic algorithm for approximating the
permanent is due to Gurvits and Samorodnitsky [GS14] (their paper also uses matrix scaling!),
which achieves an approximation factor of 2n.
CombinatorialGeometry: The Sylvester-Gallai theorem states that ifmdistinct points p1, . . . , pm P
Rn are arranged such that for any two distinct points pi, pj , there exists a third point pk on the
line defined by pi and pj , then it must be the case that all points are collinear, that is, lie in a
1-dimensional subspace of Rn. This basic theorem in combinatorial geometry has many variants
and generalizations, which can be found in [BM90, BDYW11, DGOS16] and references therein.
A more quantitative version of this problem, known as the δ-SG problem, is defined as follows:
if we now assume that the m distinct points (could take them in Cn) are arranged such that for
any point pi, there are at least δm points pj such that the line through pi and pj contains a third
point pk, can we say that these points lie in a low dimensional subspace? Note that the original
Sylvester-Gallai theorem is a special case when δ “ 1. As it turns out, this δ-SG problem can be
phrased as a problem in linear algebra: given a matrix P P Cmˆn whose rows are given by the
points p1, . . . , pm satisfying the arrangement contraints, is P a low rank matrix?
One approach to prove that such a matrix P is low rank is to find a high rank matrix A P C`ˆm
such that AP “ 0. In the case of the δ-SG problem, a natural matrix suggests itself: take A to be the
matrix which characterizes the dependencies of the points p1, . . . , pm. That is, for each triple pi, j, kq
such that pi, pj , pk are collinear, simply add a row to A which encodes the linear combination of
pi, pj , pk which gives zero. As it will soon be clear, this matrix A which arises in the δ-SG problem
is a very special type of matrix, and matrix scaling helps prove that such matrices are always of
high rank.
A surprising application of matrix scaling arises when one tries to obtain lower bounds on the
rank of special types of matrices, called design matrices, which are defined based on the pattern
of zero/non-zero entries in the matrix. More precisely, we say that a matrix B P C`ˆm is a
pq, k, tq-design matrix if each row of B has at most q non-zero entries, each column has at least k
non-zero entries, and the supports of any two columns intersect in at most t rows. Note that the
matrix A from the δ-SG problem is an example of a design matrix. In [BDYW11], the authors used
matrix scaling to prove that any `ˆmmatrix, where ` ě m, which is a pq, k, tq-design matrix has
rank at leastm´
ˆ
qtm
2k
˙2
. With this bound, they proved that any δ-SG configuration must be in
a subspace of dimention at most 13{δ2. This bound was improved in [DSW14] to 12{δ by giving
better bounds on ranks of design matrices (again relying heavily on matrix scaling).
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Statistics: It turns out thatmatrix scaling has an equivalent formulation as an entropy optimization
problem, thereby being very useful in statistics.
Problem 5.1 (Matrix Scaling - entropy formulation). Given two probability distributions r, c P Rn and a
non-negative matrix A PMatnpRq, find a non-negative matrix B˚ s.t. 25
B˚ “ argminDpB||Aq s.t.
nÿ
j“1
Bij “ ri,@i P rns
nÿ
i“1
Bij “ cj ,@j P rns
It turns out that the above optimization problem is equivalent to a non-uniform version of the
matrix scaling problem, where one wants to scale A to achieve marginals r, c (as opposed to all
1’s). The above optimization problem is trying to recover a joint probability distribution B˚ based
on knowledge of the marginals r, c (w.r.t. to some initial distribution A). Such estimation of joint
probability distributions from partial data is abundant in statistics, as pointed out by [SZ90], with
examples coming from estimating contingency tables, interregional migration, deriving probability
estimates from census data, and many others.
5.2 Operator scaling
Non-Commutative Algebra and derandomizaton: Whenever a certain mathematical object can
be represented in several equivalent ways, a natural question which arises is the so called word
problem: given two representations of a mathematical object, do they describe the same object?
Word problems are fundamental across many subareas of mathematics. In non-commutative
algebra, when defining the free skew field, which is the field given by all rational functions over non-
commutative variables (that is, the non-commutative equivalent of the field of rational functions),
the word problem arises as a computational problem in a very natural way, which we describe next.
By the foundational work of Amitsur [Ami66], the elements of the free skew field can be
described by equivalence classes of arithmetic formulas, which take non-commutative variables
and elements of the base field as inputs and use linear combinations, multiplications and inverse
gates to compute non-commutative rational expressions. Two rational expressions are said to be
equivalent if they have the same evaluation26 when we substitute the non-commuting variables by
dˆ dmatrices, for every d P N.
Therefore, we can phrase the word problem for the free skew field in a natural computational
way: given two non-commutative arithmetic formulas with inversion gates, are they equivalent
(i.e. do they compute the same rational function)? Note that Amitsur’s work still leaves open the
decidability of the word problem for the free skew field, as he provided no bounds on the dimension
d. To prove that this word problem is decidable, in a series of works [Coh71, Coh73, Coh75], Cohn
reduced the word problem above to the problem of non-commutative singularity testing: given a
linear symbolic matrix L “ A1x1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Amxm, where Ai PMatnpFq and xi’s are non-commutative
variables, is the matrix L singular over the free skew field? In this series of works, Cohn essentially
25DpB||Aq “ ři,j Bi,j logpBi,j{Ai,jq is the KL-divergence between B and A.
26whenever they are defined in the given inputs, that is, the formula does not invert a singular matrix.
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proved that any non-commutative formula can be computed by the (1,1) entry of the inverse of such
a symbolic matrix, which is the non-commutative analog of Valiant’s completeness of determinant
for commutative formulas [Val79a].
The connection between the non-commutative singularity problem and operator scaling comes
from a theorem of Cohn [Coh95] which establishes that the symbolic matrix L above is singular over
the free skew field if, and only if, the tuple of matrices pA1, . . . , Amq is dimension non-decreasing
(see Definition 2.12). Therefore, by Theorem 2.13, given a symbolic matrix, to test its singularity we
only need to test whether the tuple pA1, . . . , Amq can be scaled to doubly-stochastic!
The above non-commutative singularity problem has a more well known cousin, namely the
commutative singularity problem, more widely known as Edmonds’ problem. Given a linear
symbolic matrix L “ A1x1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Amxm, where Ai PMatnpFq and xi’s are commutative variables,
is the matrix L singular over the field of rational functions? This problem has an easy randomized
algorithm [Lov89]: plugging in random values and checking for singularity over the base field27
and it captures the famed polynomial identity testing problem through Valiant’s completeness
of the determinant [Val79a]. A deterministic polynomial time algorithm for Edmonds’ problem
is a major open problem (with consequences for lower bounds in complexity theory [KI04]) and
the scaling framework solves a closely related non-commutative cousin (over complex numbers
or its subfields). In fact, Gurvits’ original motivation to introduce operator scaling was to solve
special cases of the Edmonds’ problem. After [GGOW16], the papers [IQS17b, DM15, IQS17a]
designed completely different and algebraic deterministic polynomial time algorithms for the
non-commutative singularity problem which work over finite fields as well.28 The work of [BJP16]
designed a deterministic PTAS for the search version of the Edmonds’ problem, partially inspired
by the use Wong sequences in the algorithms of [IQS17b, IQS17a]. It is an intriguing possibility that
invariant theory and the methods surrounding it will have more to say about Edmonds’ problem
and in general, derandomization.
Invariant Theory: As we saw in Section 3, a fundamental problem in computational invariant
theory is the null-cone problem: given a group G acting on a vector space V , and a point v P V ,
decide whether v is in the null cone NGpV q.
As it was also discussed in Section 3, the operator scaling problem corresponds to the null-cone
problem for the left-right action. Thus, the scaling algorithm and its analysis prove that for this
particular action the null-cone problem is in P. This was the first polynomial time algorithm for the
null-cone problem for the left-right action.
Combinatorial Geometry: As we have seen in Section 5.1, matrix scaling is very useful to prove
rank bounds for design matrices, and such bounds found applications in combinatorial geometry.
In very recent work [DGOS16], the authors generalize the definition of a design matrix to block
matrices, which we will soon define, and used operator scaling to prove rank bounds for design
block matrices.
These bounds were then used to obtain three new applications in combinatorial geometry:
bounding the projective rigidity of a configuration of points, obtaining tight bounds on a general-
ization of the quantitative Sylvester-Gallai problem seen in Section 5.1 and upper bounding the
27In the problem, field is assumed to be large enough.
28These papers for non-commutative singularity generalize the work of Raz and Shpilka [RS05] on polynomial identity
testing of non-commutative algebraic programs which is a special case.
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dimension of spaces containing certain configurations of low degree curves with many incidences,
which can be seen as a variant of the Sylvester-Gallai theorem to low degree curves.
We say that a matrix A is an `ˆm block matrix, with dˆ d blocks, if A is a matrix whose entries
Aij are matrices of dimension dˆ d. When d “ 1, we obtain the usual definition of an `ˆmmatrix.
For a block matrix A, we denote its rank to be the rank of the `dˆmdmatrix A˜ obtained from A
by ignoring the block structure. With this definition in mind, we can define design block matrices
simply as follows: A is a pq, k, tq-design block matrix if each row of A has at most q non-zero blocks,
each column of A contains at least k non-singular blocks and for any two columns, their support
intersects in at most t rows. In [DGOS16], the authors obtain rank bounds for block design matrices,
generalizing the results obtained for design matrices and discussed in Section 5.1. Operator scaling
played a crucial rule in the proof. Note that a design block matrix cannot be thought of as a design
matrix with some small blowup in parameters, since the columns corresponding to the same block
could intersect at a lot of places, and hence the bounds of [BDYW11, DSW14] are not applicable in
this setting.
5.3 Brascamp-Lieb inequalities and polytopes
Another important application of operator scaling appears in functional analysis and optimization,
towards the celebrated Brascamp-Lieb inequalities [BL76, Lie90] and their corresponding Brascamp-
Lieb polytopes. The Brascamp-Lieb inequalities (BL for short) and their reverse form generalize
many important inequalities, such as Cauchy-Schwarz and Hölder’s inequalities, Loomis-Whitney
inequality, Young’s convolution inequalities and many others. In this section, we will describe how
BL-inequalities can be seen as a particular case of the operator scaling problem, and discuss some
applications in combinatorics and complexity. For a more in depth discussion of BL inequalities,
we refer the reader to the papers [BCCT08, GGOW17] and references therein.
A BL datum is given by a tuple of matrices B “ pB1, . . . , Bmq where Bi P Rniˆn and a tuple
of non-negative reals p “ pp1, . . . , pmq. We will represent a BL datum by the tuple pB,pq. The
BL inequality with datum pB,pq states that for every tuple of non-negative, Lebesgue integrable
functions pf1, . . . , fmq, where fi : Rni Ñ R, the following inequality holds:29ż
xPRn
mź
i“1
fipBixqdx ď C ¨
mź
i“1
}fi}1{pi , (4)
for some constant C P p0,8swhich is independent of the functions fi. When C is finite (which is
when we indeed have a non-trivial inequality), we say that the datum pB,pq is feasible, and denote
by BLpB,pq the smallest value of C for which the inequality always holds, which we refer to as the
BL constant.
Ball [Bal89] and Barthe [Bar98] proved that for certain types of BL data, the BL constant will
always equal 1. They called these types of BL data geometric, which we now define:
Definition 5.2 (Geometric BL datum). A BL datum is called geometric if it satisfies the following
conditions:
1. Isotropy:
řm
i“1 piBTi Bi “ In.
2. Projection: For every i P rms, Bi is a projection matrix, that is, BiBTi “ Ini .
29Below, }fi}1{pi “
´ş
yiPRni fipyiq1{pidyi
¯pi
.
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Note that the definition above is remarkably similar to the definition of doubly stochastic
operators (Definition 2.9), and this similarity is an important part of the connection between BL
inequalities and operator scaling.
An important characterization of feasible BL data was given by Bennet et al. [BCCT08], and
this characterization, as we will soon see, is remarkably similar to the dimension non-decreasing
definition (Definition 2.12).
Theorem5.3 (Feasibility of BLdatum [BCCT08]). The datum pB,pq is feasible iff the following inequalities
hold:
1. n “ řmi“1 pini
2. dimpV q ď řmi“1 pi dimpBipV qq, for all subspaces V Ď Rn.
Note that for a given tuple of matrices B, the theorem above proves that the set of vectors p for
which the datum pB,pq is feasible is given by a polytope.30 This polytope, which we denote by PB,
is the so called BL polytope.
In [GGOW17], the authors reduce the feasibility of BL data to an operator scaling problem,
thereby giving an efficient algorithm for the membership problem in a BL polytope (that is, solving
the problem: given datum pB,pq, is p P PB?). We refer the reader to [GGOW17] for details (or
perhaps find the reduction yourself!).
The reduction from BL to operator scaling along with Theorem 2.13 yields the following BL
scaling theorem (which is already present in the work of [BCCT08]).
Theorem 5.4. A BL datum pB,pq is feasible iff there are invertible matrices (denoted BL scalings) A P
GLnpRq, Ci P GLnipRq such that the datum pB1,pq is geometric, where B1 “ pC1B1A, . . . , CmBmAq.31
With the definitions and results above, we are ready to discuss some applications of BL
inequalities and polytopes.
Complexity Theory: Forster’s celebrated lower bound on the unbounded error probabilistic
communication complexity or the sign rank uses a remarkable result, proved by him in [For02,
Theorem 4.1], which can be stated as follows:
Theorem 5.5 ([For02]). Let v1, . . . , vm P Rn, wherem ě n, be a set of vectors in general position, that is,
any subset of n of these vectors are linearly independent. Then, there exists a matrix A P GLnpRq such that
the following holds:
mÿ
i“1
n
m
¨ pAviqpAviq
T
}Avi}22
“ In (5)
The condition given above, when stated in the language of BL inequalities, becomes exactly
the claim that the BL datum pB,pq given by Bi “ vTi and pi “ n{m for i P rms, can be scaled to
a geometric datum when the vectors vi are in general position! We note that generalizations of
Forster’s theorem already appear in two previous works, explicitly in [GS02] and implicitly in
[Bar98].
30One can see that the number of inequalities is finite because given a tupleB, the numbers dimpBiV q lie in the set rns,
therefore giving us at most nm different inequalities.
31The precise statement would be that the new datum pB1,pq is "close to geometric," which is analogous to what
happens in the operator scaling setting. For simplicity, we forgo the exact statement.
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Since Forster’s result is a special case of Theorem 5.4, which itself is a special case of the operator
scaling problem, we see that the operator scaling theory gives a vast generalization to Forster’s
theorem.
Combinatorial Optimization: BL polytopes are interesting combinatorially because they can
be very complex, having exponentially many facets, while admitting a very succinct description
(given by the tuple of matrices B). The work in [GGOW17] gives a membership oracle, as well as a
separation oracle for BL polytopes32 and therefore these polytopes could be a useful tool for solving
natural optimization problems. Thus, looking for natural polytopes which are special cases of BL
polytopes is a first step in understanding their expressive power, which is far from understood.
One polytope which can be encoded as a BL polytope in a simple way is the linear matroid
intersection polytope, which we now describe. The linear matroid associated with a tuple of vectors
v “ pv1, . . . , vmq, where vi P Rn, is the matroid with the following collection of independent sets:
Mv “ tI Ď rms | pviqiPI are linearly independentu.
Given two tuples of vectors v “ pv1, . . . , vmq andw “ pw1, . . . , wmq, defining two linear matroids
Mv,Mw over Rn, their (linear matroid) intersection polytope is given by the convex hull of the
characteristic vectors of their common independent sets. That is,
PMv ,Mw “ convt1I | I Ď rms s.t. pviqiPI and pwiqiPI are linearly independentu.
In [GGOW17], the authors prove33 that the polytope PMv ,Mw corresponds to the BL polytope
given by the matrices Bi “
ˆ
0 vTi
wTi 0
˙
, where each 0 corresponds to the zero vector in Rn.
5.4 Tensor scaling
Entanglement distillation: The tensor scaling problem has a very natural interpretation in
quantum information theory. If we regard the vector space V “ Tenpn1, . . . , ndq as the set of
pure states of a quantum system with d particles,34 the scaling action of G “ SLpn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b
SLpndq corresponds to a class of quantum operations called stochastic local operations and classical
communication (SLOCC), defined in [BPR`00]. These operations on a quantum system have a natural
communication complexity interpretation: each party is holding a particle of the system, parties are
allowed free classical communication (i.e. sending bits to one another) and each party can perform
quantum operations and measurements on its own particle, and finally we allow post selection on
measurement outcomes.
Quantum states with uniform marginals are called locally maximally entangled and hence the
tensor scaling question is about distilling locally maximally entangled states from a given pure
state by SLOCC operations.
Slice-Rank: The slice-rank of a tensor, introduced in [Tao16], is a different notion of tensor rank
which has found applications in extremal combinatorics and number theory (for more details,
see [BCC`17] and references therein). A tensor B P Tenpn1, . . . , ndq is said to have slice-rank one
32The running time of the oracles depends on the common denominator of the vector p. For more details, we refer the
reader to the paper.
33There was a mistake in their original proof, which was fixed thanks to Damien Strazak and Nisheeth Vishnoi.
34We would have to consider only tensors of unit norm.
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if it is the tensor product of a vector and a lower order tensor, that is, if there exists an index
j P rds such that B “ v bj C, where v P Cnj and C P Tenpn1, . . . , nj´1, nj`1, . . . , ndq. With this
definition, the slice-rank of a tensor, A P Tenpn1, . . . , ndq, is defined as the smallest k for which
A can be decomposed as the sum of k slice-rank one tensors. We denote the slice rank of A by
slice-rankpAq.
Let us focus on the case n1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ nd “ n (not all of what we are going to say holds in the
unbalanced case). Note that the slice-rank of a tensor can be at most n, since we can always flatten
the tensor on any one coordinate, and the matrix rank decomposition of the flattening provides a
slice decomposition of the tensor. In a recent work [BCC`17], the authors developed a connection
between the slice rank of a tensor (and an asymptotic version of slice-rank) and the null cone of the
tensor scaling group action. More precisely the authors proved the following two theorems:
Theorem 5.6. Given A P Tenpn, . . . , nq, if slice-rankpAq ă n, then A is in the null cone of the tensor
scaling action.
Theorem 5.7. If a tensor A P Tenpn, . . . , nq is in the null cone of the tensor action, then there exists k P N
such that slice-rankpAbkq ă nk.
Therefore decidingwhether a particular tensor lies in the null cone of the tensor action could give
us information on its slice-rank or on the asymptotic version of slice-rank. Relying on Theorems 5.6
and 5.7, it was proved in [BGO`18] that being in the null cone of the tensor action and non-fullness
of the asymptotic slice-rank are equivalent conditions (in other words Theorem 5.7 is in fact an
equivalence).
6 Conclusion and open problems
We have seen that scaling problems are particular instances of fundamental problems in invariant
theory, and that invariant theory provides a rich source of potential functions to analyze the natural
alternating minimization algorithms for the scaling problems. Therefore, settling the complexity
of problems in invariant theory will have many applications not only in computational invariant
theory or geometric complexity theory, but also in many other areas of science. We believe that the
recent series of works on scaling algorithms are only the beginning of many future discoveries, and
to witness this we present several problems which are still open in the area:
1. Design a polynomial time algorithm for tensor scaling with a polyplogp1{εqq dependence
on the error parameter ε. This will yield a polynomial time algorithm for the null-cone
problem for tensor actions. Such algorithms already exist for thematrix scaling [KK96, LSW98,
CMTV17, ALOW17] and the operator scaling [AZGL`18] problems. This involves exploring
algorithms for geodesically convex optimization (see [AZGL`18] and references therein for a
discussion).
2. Is there a polynomial time algorithm for the null-cone problem for more general group
actions? The moment map and the optimization problem in Eq. (1) provide an analytic
approach to this.
3. Can one understand the behavior of Algorithms 1, 2 and 3 when the object A is not scalable?
Does the algorithm converge to some cycle? How close does one get to satisfying the
stochasticity constraints?
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4. Can we find more applications of scaling problems in computer science? More generally, can
we find instances of the non-commutative duality appearing in computer science?
5. As mentioned in Section 4, the analysis of the scaling algorithms rely on the existence
of a generating set of invariant polynomials which is “nice” in the following sense: each
polynomial in this generating set has “small” coefficients (of size exponential in the degree
of the polynomials). Is there a systematic way of obtaining such nice set of polynomials for
more general group actions?
7 Other recent scaling works
This survey covered a particular family of scaling problems, which is usually referred to as uniform
scaling problems, as the matrix, operator and tensor scaling problems here defined only concern
with the possibility of scaling the input to a doubly-stochastic (matrix and operator scaling) or a
d-stochastic element (tensor scaling). However, this is not the whole story, as one could ask the
following question: given prescribed marginals and an input matrix/operator/tensor, can we scale
the input to have the prescribed marginals?
This more general question has also been studied extensively. In the matrix scaling case, the
theory of non-uniform scaling is not much different from the theory of uniform scaling. However in
the operator and tensor scaling settings, there are a lot more twists in the non-uniform case. Recent
works have made remarkable progress towards this end [Fra18, BFG`18]. In this more general
setting, more sophisticated concepts from invariant theory and representation theory are needed
for the analysis of the algorithms.
Another line of research has been in the development of faster algorithms for scaling problems,
with a different approach than the alternating minimization described in this survey. Recently some
remarkable successes have been obtained in this direction, with nearly-linear algorithms being de-
veloped for matrix scaling [CMTV17, ALOW17] and a faster algorithm (polyplogp1{εqq convergence
rate as opposed to polyp1{q) being developed for the operator scaling problem [AZGL`18].
Other variants of the scaling problems above have also been studied, and we cite here a few.
The matrix balancing problem is a variant of matrix scaling where given a square matrix A with
complex entries, the goal is to decide whether there is a diagonal matrix D such that DAD´1 is
balanced, that is, where the ith row has the same norm as the ith column. This problem also has
applications in different areas of computer science and numerical analysis. For more details on
matrix balancing, we refer the reader to the survey [Ide16] and references therein. In [KLLR17], the
authors solve the Paulsen problem in operator theory and they use several tools from the theory of
operator scaling, in addition to other sophisticated methods.
Other resources/pointers
The following workshop page is a very useful resource (containing lecture videos and pointers to
papers) for getting further into the topics related to this survey: Optimization, Complexity and
Invariant Theory.
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